Deriving topology and sequence alignment for the helix skeleton in low-resolution protein density maps.
Cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) is an experimental technique to determine the three-dimensional (3D) structure of large protein complexes. Currently, this technique is able to generate protein density maps at 6-9 A resolution, at which the skeleton of the structure (which is composed of alpha-helices and beta-sheets) can be visualized. As a step towards predicting the entire backbone of the protein from the protein density map, we developed a method to predict the topology and sequence alignment for the skeleton helices. Our method combines the geometrical information of the skeleton helices with the Rosetta ab initio structure prediction method to derive a consensus topology and sequence alignment for the skeleton helices. We tested the method with 60 proteins. For 45 proteins, the majority of the skeleton helices were assigned a correct topology from one of our top ten predictions. The offsets of the alignment for most of the assigned helices were within +/-2 amino acids in the sequence. We also analyzed the use of the skeleton helices as a clustering tool for the decoy structures generated by Rosetta. Our comparison suggests that the topology clustering is a better method than a general overlap clustering method to enrich the ranking of decoys, particularly when the decoy pool is small.